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Hand-drawn lettering has never been more popular, and every home designer is
in on the act, creating energetic, funky fonts that seem to jump off the screen, the
poster, or the page. To the uninitiated, this free design can be a little intimidating
– can anyone join in? Can you learn to draw appealing letters without a graphics
course? Draw Your Own Fonts proves that the answer is a resounding “yes.” A
lively mix of inspiration and workbook, it offers 30 complete alphabets, drawn in a
variety of styles by a team of designers and illustrators, with tips and
demonstrations on how you can copy or adapt them to make them your own.
With sections on how to use your fonts online as well as on paper, this is a do-ityourself book that will appeal to anyone who has ever begun a hand-lettered
project – then wondered why it didn’t have the punch of professional work.
This comprehensive source book sets out over 1750 working drawings of
garments, accessories and their details, which can be used for reference while
designing. Each drawing, which may be a historical, classical, ethnic or
inspirational example, is correctly named and fully described in the extensive
glossary, thus providing the visual information that is lacking from fashion
dictionaries. In addition, a range of useful fashion poses is provided for women,
men and children (from birth to teenage) with instructions on how these may be
developed by readers and used as templates for their own illustrations. All the
illustrations are copyright-free, enabling readers to use and adapt as they wish.
All the illustrations have been redrawn traditionally then subjected to
contemporary computer graphics techniques with a view to clearly
communicating shape and detail. As much ‘fabric representation’ as possible
has been illustrated, on relevant garments, to give an authentic feel and a variety
of complex patterns, prints and textures employed using computer graphics tools.
Sashiko: the needlework form of both decorative and functional embroidery
developed in Japan many centuries ago. With just four key materials
needed—needle, thread, thimble and fabric—Sashiko stitches have long been a
favorite for quilting and embroidery. Today, the style is popular in the visible
mending movement because of its simplicity, efficiency and aesthetic appeal.
With Simply Sashiko, you can apply centuries-old Japanese techniques to your
home, clothing and accessories in a fun, modern way. This book gives you
simple but thorough lessons on the ins and outs (literally) of 36 different sashiko
patterns, plus designs for stylish home and personal accessories so you can try
them out, including: Decorative pouches Little purses Placemats and napkins
Covered brooches and buttons And much more! Step-by-step instructions and
detailed color photos show you everything from transferring patterns to perfecting
your stitch technique. User-friendly templates help you keep your motifs balanced
and even, while color combinations ranging from the traditional white and indigo
to multicolored threads on primary colored backgrounds inspire you to get
creative with these basic stitches.
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Presents step-by-step instructions and design templates to create a variety of
greeting cards.
Oil, Gas, and Mining: A Sourcebook for Understanding the Extractive Industries
provides developing countries with a technical understanding and practical
options around oil, gas, and mining sector development issues. A central premise
of the Sourcebook is that good technical knowledge can better inform political,
economic, and social choices with respect to sector development and the related
risks and opportunities. The guidance provided by the Sourcebook assumes a
broad set of overarching principles, all centered on good governance and
directed at achieving positive and broadly based sustainable development
outcomes. This Sourcebook is rich in presenting options to challenges, on the
understanding that contexts and needs vary, and that there is much to be gained
from appreciating the lessons learned from a broad set of experiences.
Do you want to build web pages but have no prior experience? This friendly
guide is the perfect place to start. You’ll begin at square one, learning how the
web and web pages work, and then steadily build from there. By the end of the
book, you’ll have the skills to create a simple site with multicolumn pages that
adapt for mobile devices. Each chapter provides exercises to help you learn
various techniques and short quizzes to make sure you understand key
concepts. This thoroughly revised edition is ideal for students and professionals
of all backgrounds and skill levels. It is simple and clear enough for beginners,
yet thorough enough to be a useful reference for experienced developers
keeping their skills up to date. Build HTML pages with text, links, images, tables,
and forms Use style sheets (CSS) for colors, backgrounds, formatting text, page
layout, and even simple animation effects Learn how JavaScript works and why
the language is so important in web design Create and optimize web images so
they’ll download as quickly as possible NEW! Use CSS Flexbox and Grid for
sophisticated and flexible page layout NEW! Learn the ins and outs of
Responsive Web Design to make web pages look great on all devices NEW!
Become familiar with the command line, Git, and other tools in the modern web
developer’s toolkit NEW! Get to know the super-powers of SVG graphics
Unlike other packaging titles, which simply provide templates to copy, this book
enables designers of all packaging types to create 3-D packaging forms that are
specific to their needs rather than based on an existing design. It teaches a
simple ‘net’ construction system – a one-piece 2-D configuration of card seen
when a 3-D package is opened out and flattened – which enables the designer to
create a huge number of very strong 3-D packaging forms that are both practical
and imaginative. Each chapter concludes with photographs and net drawings of
6–10 creative examples of packaging designs made using the principles outlined
in the preceding chapter. Structural Packaging gives the reader an understanding
of the underlying principles of packaging construction and the technical
knowledge and confidence to develop a greater number of their own unusual and
innovative designs than any comparable book. Download the crease diagrams
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from the book for free at www.laurenceking.com
DON'T use comic sans (except ironically!) but DO worship the classic typefaces
like Helvetica and Garamond. Graphic Design Rules is a handy guide for
professional graphic designers, students, and laymen who incorporate graphic
design into their job or small business. Packed with practical advice, this spirited
collection of design dos and don'ts takes readers through 365 rules like knowing
when to use a modular grid—and when to throw the grid out the window. All
designers will appreciate tips and lessons from these highly accomplished
authors, who draw on years of experience to help you create good design.
Your inspirational sourcebook for everything you need to know about shadow work!
Stitchers of all skill levels will be able to achieve stunning results with... Step-by-step
instructions featuring Wendy's favorite tools, tips and techniques Clear illustrations that
help you see before you stitch Beautiful photographs that highlight stitch details and
classic garments Design templates with complete stitch guides Girl's Dress and Boy's
Romper patterns with construction how-tos
This classic handbook provides the major formulas, calculations, cost estimating
techniques, and safety procedures needed for specific die operations and performance
evaluations. Dies are the most commonly used manufacturing methodology for the
production of complex, high-precision parts Filled with charts, step-by-step guidelines,
design details, formulas and calculations, and diagrams Updated to reflect the latest
developments in the field, including new hardware components, custom-made
automated systems, rotary bending techniques, new tool coating processes, and more
A practical and inspirational resource book of templates. The Packaging Templates
Sourcebook presents a stunning showcase of 140 new, innovative and classic
packaging and paper engineering ideas across a variety of areas. Accompanying each
project is a detailed template, which shows the reader how to copy, fold and construct
each project from material that is widely available. The book will provide a source of
inspiration for graphic and packaging designers, both student and professional alike, as
it explores the fundamentals of a package at its most basic level. Covering areas as
diverse as food and drink, product packaging, promotional material, CDs and DVDs,
books, retail and stationary, it is a completely comprehensive guide. The book also
includes gatefold templates, some insert card packaging concepts, and a CD-Rom of
templates and finished packages, allowing designers to create presentations for their
clients.
The idea of The Fingerprint Sourcebook originated during a meeting in April 2002.
Individuals representing the fingerprint, academic, and scientific communities met in
Chicago, Illinois, for a day and a half to discuss the state of fingerprint identification with
a view toward the challenges raised by Daubert issues. The meeting was a joint project
between the International Association for Identification (IAI) and West Virginia
University (WVU). One recommendation that came out of that meeting was a
suggestion to create a sourcebook for friction ridge examiners, that is, a single source
of researched information regarding the subject. This sourcebook would provide
educational, training, and research information for the international scientific
community.
With an increasing awareness in environmental sustainability, corrugated paper gets
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more and more popular in product packaging. It is a green material, thin, light-weighted,
low-cost, with a high intensity and easy to fold into various structures for the
convenience of transportation. Moreover, it has the perfect surface for quality printing
and can be recycled and reused. Corrugated paper packaging can be seen everywhere
in our daily life: food & beverage, stationery, commodities, electronic products,
industrial equipment ... including packages for both selling and transportation. The book
collected 128 corrugated paper packaging design projects, showcasing the most cuttingedge packaging design trends.
Genre studies and genre approaches to literacy instruction continue to develop in many
regions and from a widening variety of approaches. Genre has provided a key to
understanding the varying literacy cultures of regions, disciplines, professions, and
educational settings. GENRE IN A CHANGING WORLD provides a wide-ranging
sampler of the remarkable variety of current work. The twenty-four chapters in this
volume, reflecting the work of scholars in Europe, Australasia, and North and South
America, were selected from the over 400 presentations at SIGET IV (the Fourth
International Symposium on Genre Studies) held on the campus of UNISUL in Tubarão,
Santa Catarina, Brazil in August 2007—the largest gathering on genre to that date. The
chapters also represent a wide variety of approaches, including rhetoric, Systemic
Functional Linguistics, media and critical cultural studies, sociology, phenomenology,
enunciation theory, the Geneva school of educational sequences, cognitive psychology,
relevance theory, sociocultural psychology, activity theory, Gestalt psychology, and
schema theory. Sections are devoted to theoretical issues, studies of genres in the
professions, studies of genre and media, teaching and learning genre, and writing
across the curriculum. The broad selection of material in this volume displays the full
range of contemporary genre studies and sets the ground for a next generation of work.
Intended for machinery, mechanism, and device designers; engineers, technicians; and
inventors and students, this fourth edition includes a glossary of machine design and
kinematics terms; material on robotics; and information on nanotechnology and
mechanisms applications.
The Packaging and Design Templates Sourcebook 2Rockport Publishers
365 daily design mantras from four leading industry experts, providing you with valuable
design dos and don'ts for every day of year. Packed with practical advice presented in
a fun, lighthearted fashion, this is the perfect book for the ever-growing group of nondesigners who want some graphic design guidance. And for more experienced
designers, individual entries will either bring forth knowing nods of agreement or hoots
of derision, depending on whether or not the reader loves or hates hyphenation, has a
pathological fear of beige, or thinks that baseline grids are boring. In the style of a
classical almanac, 365 entries combine a specific rule with a commentary from a variety
of experienced designers from all fields of the graphic design industry. Covering topics
such as typography, colour, layout, imagery, production, and creative thinking, you can
either dip in at random or use the book as the source of a daily lesson in how to
produce great graphic design.
"From selecting the appropriate tools, such as pens, nibs, brushes, inks, and papers, to
learning optimal hand positioning and understanding the intricacies of lettering angles,
heights, spacing, and strokes, [this book] introduces aspiring calligraphers and handlettering artists to the core concepts and techniques that comprise the art of traditional
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calligraphy."--Back cover.
This is the eagerly anticipated follow-up to the bestselling The Packaging and Design
Templates Sourcebook. With 100% new content The Packaging and Design Templates
Sourcebook 2 is guaranteed to repeat the runaway success of the original volume. This
indispensable sourcebook features 100 new, innovative, and classic packaging and
paper engineering ideas across a variety of end uses, with detailed templates showing
how to copy, fold, construct, and complete them from widely available materials. The
accompanying CD features all of the templates as copyright-free, editable EPS files
making The Packaging and Design Templates Sourcebook 2 an invaluable resource for
designer, design students, and crafters.
An invaluable collection of underappreciated stencil typography from prehistory through
the twentieth century
Modern Japanese quilting blends Eastern and Western techniques to create quilts of
extraordinary style and beauty. Using designs borrowed from a rich decorative arts
heritage, and often incorporating traditional kimono fabrics, Japanese quilters have
developed a distinctive style based on unusual motifs and striking color combinations.
With Japanese Quilted Blocks to Mix and Match, any quilter can create exquisite and
unique works of patchwork art in the Japanese tradition. The book presents more than
125 different block patterns, each with complete instructions and a color photograph,
representing a variety of pattern sources: kamon (family crests), Hakone yosegi
(parquetry) and traditional textiles, such as kasuri weave. Each 9-inch block includes a
full cutting guide and fabric palette; suggestions for use, either mixing and matching or
adapting to an all-over design; and icons indicating techniques and skill level. The
blocks on each spread are related in design and technique. In addition to the Block
Directory, Japanese Quilted Blocks to Mix and Match features an Inspiration Gallery,
showcasing examples of finished quilts from leading quilters. Using these examples,
author Susan Briscoe explores such topics as color ideas from traditional Japanese
textiles and quilts, motifs, and recommendations for combining fabric patterns and block
designs. An extensive section on technique, as well as several pages about the fabrics
themselves and a listing of suppliers and organizations make this volume as practical
and informative as it is beautiful.
Paper Engineering & Pop-ups For Dummies covers a wide range of projects, from
greeting cards to freestanding models. Easy-to-follow, step-by-step instructions and
dozens of accompanying diagrams help readers not only to complete the diverse
projects in the book, but also master the skills necessary to apply their own creativity
and create new projects, beyond the book's pages.
Design and build cutting-edge video games with help from video game expert Scott
Rogers! If you want to design and build cutting-edge video games but aren’t sure
where to start, then this is the book for you. Written by leading video game expert Scott
Rogers, who has designed the hits Pac Man World, Maxim vs. Army of Zin, and
SpongeBob Squarepants, this book is full of Rogers's wit and imaginative style that
demonstrates everything you need to know about designing great video games.
Features an approachable writing style that considers game designers from all levels of
expertise and experience Covers the entire video game creation process, including
developing marketable ideas, understanding what gamers want, working with player
actions, and more Offers techniques for creating non-human characters and using the
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camera as a character Shares helpful insight on the business of design and how to
create design documents So, put your game face on and start creating memorable,
creative, and unique video games with this book!
A modern, stylish and practical exploration of the traditional craft of block printing. For
self-taught textile designer Molly Mahon, there is something special about block printing
that has stood the test of time. From the initial design process, through to the carving of
the block, the mixing of the colour and the actual printing process, Molly has always
found printing to be meditative. This book enables readers to explore this ancient craft
through Molly's contemporary designs and the influences that inspire her use of pattern
and colour, before teaching them practical skills and potential ways to transform their
creations into beautiful homeware. The book is divided into three main sections: A
Modern Block Printer: An introduction to Molly and how she found and nurtured her love
of block printing. Also, Molly gives a brief history of the tradition of block printing.
Design Journeys: Molly sees pattern everywhere she looks and this is what creates the
basis of her blocks. When Molly is designing, it’s as if she goes on a journey, whether it
be a walk in the forest or a work trip to India. She is constantly inspired by her
surroundings in all that she sees and feels. Here the reader is taken on some of her
favourite journeys with an inspirational sourcebook filled with beautiful images. Discover
a brief history of block printing, design ideas and stories focusing on how India’s
artisan craftspeople and traditional block printing techniques, nature and the
Bloomsbury Group have all inspired Molly's designs. Practical Printing: This chapter
focuses on how to block print, including information on key tools, step-by-step
techniques for printing on paper and fabric, and pattern design advice. Follow
instructions to make five simple homeware projects with your newly printed creations
and find exclusive block templates drawn by Molly for you to copy and recreate at
home. House of Print is a celebration of both the art of block printing and the joy of
design.
The essential packaging design resource, now with more patterns than ever! For more
than two decades, The Packaging Designer's Book of Patterns has served as an
indispensable source of ideas and practical solutions for a wide range of packaging
design challenges. This Fourth Edition offers more than 600 patterns and structural
designs—more than any other book—all drawn to scale and ready to be traced, scanned,
or photocopied. Online access to the patterns in digital format allows readers to
immediately use any pattern in the most common software programs, including Adobe
Photoshop and Illustrator. Every pattern has been test-constructed to verify dimensional
accuracy. The patterns can be scaled to suit particular specifications—many are easily
converted to alternate uses—and most details are easily customizable. Features of this
Fourth Edition include: More than 55 new patterns added to this edition—over 600
patterns in all A broad array of patterns for folding cartons, trays, tubes, sleeves, wraps,
folders, rigid boxes, corrugated containers, and point-of-purchase displays Proven,
scalable patterns that save hours of research and trial-and-error design Packaging
patterns that are based on the use of 100% recyclable materials Includes access to a
password protected website that contains all 600+ patterns in digital form for immediate
use Comprehensive and up to date, The Packaging Designer's Book of Patterns,
Fourth Edition enables packaging, display, and graphic designers and students to
achieve project-specific design objectives with precision and confidence.
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In Design by Nature: Using Universal Forms and Principles in Design, author Maggie
Macnab takes you on an intimate and eclectic journey examining the unending
versatility of nature, showing how to uncover nature’s ingenuity and use it to create
beautiful and compelling designed communications. Written for designers and creative
thinkers of all types, this book will guide you through a series of unexpected a-ha!
moments that describe relationships among nature, art, science, technology, and
design. Through explanation and example, you will learn about natural processes,
consisting of everyday patterns and shapes that are often taken for granted, but that
can be used effectively in visual messaging. Explore the principles all human beings
intuitively use to understand the world and learn to incorporate nature’s patterns and
shapes into your work for more meaningful design. By recognizing and appreciating a
broad range of relationships, you can create more aesthetic and effective design,
building communications that encompass the universal experience of being part of
nature, and that are relevant to a worldwide audience. Teaches how to understand and
integrate the essential processes of nature’s patterns and shapes in design Includes
key concepts, learning objectives, definitions, and exercises to help you put what you
learn into practice Features a foreword by Debbie Millman and reviews and discussions
of practice and process by some of the world’s leading designers, including Milton
Glaser, Stefan Sagmeister, and Ellen Lupton Includes profiles of street artist Banksy,
creative director and author Kenya Hara, and typographical designer Erik Spiekermann
Now available in paperback, The Designer's Packaging Bible is an essential reference
for packaging designers facing the challenge of producing a fresh and exciting
response to a client's brief, within the constraits of a pressing deadline and a strict
budget. Packed with inspiring work from the world's leading designers. The Designer's
Packaging Bible includes fascinating examples of groundbreaking designs. Designed
for quick reference, each image is used at a large size with an extended caption
providing the key feature of the design.Covering a broad range of designs, the book
includes examples of packaging for books, brochures, magazines, food and drink, CDs,
DVDs, promotional items, and many more. The aim of this book is to inspire and show
what can be achieved if you think outside the box.
Modern Fashion Illustration is a how-to book that offers step-by-step the art of fashion
illustration, and how to promote it in today's world of social media. It also includes a
collection of whimsical fashion illustrations by the author, featuring illustrations waiting
to be colored in by novices and practiced illustrators alike. After graduating from college
with a BFA in Studio Art, Holly Nichols sought a way to merge her love of fashion with
art. Her sketchbook and napkin doodles of designer duds became refined drawings that
she now creates with her beloved artist markers. She uses her fashion-inspired
illustrations to engage her audience of more than 1 MILLION Instagram followers in
both the fashion and art communities. Holly has created fashionable illustrations and
artful campaigns for TRESemmé, Saks Fifth Avenue, Barney's New York, Neiman
Marcus, Disney, Living Proof, and many more. She creates her work both in her studio,
and straight from the seats of fashion week and more. Her work is sold internationally
and she works with corporate clients to create fashion and beauty illustrations for
campaigns, live-sketch events, and more. Today, she uses artist-quality illustration
markers to hand-sketch garments with love from her studio just south of Boston, MA.
(www.hnicholsillustration.com)
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'Packaging Templates' is a publication and its primary purpose is to provide solutions to
the widest range of packaging needs possible. This guide presents in one volume a
range of packaging templates capable of meeting the requirements of virtually any
commercial or retail use. 'Packaging Templates' is a book of encyclopedic proportions
that also provides information on international standards of packaging, a lexicon of
terms and expressions, an up to the minute survey of locking techniques, and an
overview of basic pack structures.
The world changed. People did not. Discover the technologies, events, and
corporations that shaped the rich universe of Android and Android: Netrunner in The
Worlds of Android, your definitive guide to a future marked by technological revolutions,
extraterrestrial expansion, and new definitions of humanity. This beautiful, 272-page
hardbound book features full-color art, stunning gatefolds, and a polyphony of narrative
voices that convey the astounding diversity of the Android setting. Gain new insight into
the worlds greatest megacorps, learn how runners navigate the virtual world, and
explore what it means to be human in an age of clones and true AI.
"Now in full-color throughout, the second edition of Packaging Design offers fully up-todate coverage of the entire packaging design process, including the business of
packaging design, design principles, the creative process, and pre-production and
production issues. New chapters cover topics related to branding, business strategies,
social responsibility, and sustainability. All new case studies and examples illustrate
every phase of the process, making this the single most important guide for designers
on how to create successful packaging designs that serve as the marketing vehicle for
consumer products"--Provided by publisher.
Technical Sourcebook for Designers is completely devoted to preparing aspiring and
professional apparel designers for the growing demand for technical design skills in the
apparel industry. This comprehensive compilation presents technical design processes
and industry standards that reflect current apparel production and manufacturing
practices. Lee and Steen provide a holistic perspective of the role of technical design in
apparel production, including such considerations as selection of fabrics, finding
seasonal fashion trends, garment construction, and fit evaluation, all in the context of
meeting the needs of the target consumer with cost-effective decisions. This edition
includes a new section on real-life fit problems and solutions, more information on
essential math for designers (such as grading and costing) plus coverage of product
lifecycle management (PLM) and sustainability. An all new Chapter 8 on Sweater
Product Design explores sweater design and manufacturing. More than 200 new
images and newly added color in illustrations to show relevant design details. With
versatile coverage of a variety of product categories including women's wear,
menswear and knitwear, this text gives students essential tools to develop specification
sheets and technical packages for specific markets.
Islamic Art of Illumination presents an amazing mixture of classical Turkish illumination
patterns and their contemporary interpretations. Sema Onat, a prominent illumination artist in
Turkey, displays her incredible pieces of art, skillfully swirling her imagination together with
classical Turkish Islamic patterns of illumination.
Packaging is an essential aspect of retailing any manufactured products. Point-of-Purchase
(POP) packaging has traditionally served to showcase merchandise securely and
inexpensively, but today, it also needs to beinnovative and adaptable. This book contains
hundreds of easy-to-use templates that can help you achieve this with attractive and
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structurally sound POP packaging designs.Because well designed packaging always strikes a
balance between logistics and cost.Out-of-Box Ready-to-use POP Packaging will be an
invaluable sourcebook for everyone who needs practical designs and ideas for the taking.
It’s OK knowing the theory, but when it’s 9am and you have just been given until lunchtime to
write some copy for a new sales email, landing page, press ad or brochure, what you really
need is a shortcut. This book takes the grind out of planning and writing almost any type of
copy by providing step-by-step advice on the best layouts, approaches and styles to suit
everything from an email subject line to recruitment ad, direct mail letter or website. Prepared
by one of the best copywriters in the B2B sector, this book also provides the reader with
templates for 13 of the most common copywriting tasks for maximum effectiveness and speed.
"Today more than ever smallholders and rural communities require access to information and
communication to make their voices heard and change their lives for the better.
Communication for Development [ComDev] facilitates dialogue and collaborative action,
combining participatory methods with communication tools ranging from community media to
ICTs. This sourcebook is meant to equip development and communication professionals with a
set of guidelines, illustrative experiences, reference materials, and learning tools to
strategically apply communication in agriculture and rural development initiatives in various
contexts around the world."--Publisher's description.
For the fashion designer seeking employment, a well-prepared portfolio is an essential
marketing tool. Designing Your Fashion Portfolio: From Concept to Presentation uses the
design process to guide students through conceptualization and assembly of a fashion design
portfolio that will communicate their talents and vision as designers. The richly illustrated text
helps students assemble their work and organize it into a compelling story of their artistic
talents and market savvy. In the process, students learn to evaluate their skills and identify
their interests so that they can focus on building collections for their chosen target markets.
The author's fashion design portfolio system enables designers to tailor their portfolios for each
client throughout their careers.
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